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Media Scan

I began my research with a popular media scan to understand
the challenges modern bookstores are facing in a largely
digital world. A holistic understanding of the design space is
necessary before jumping into further ideation and concept
development.
Preliminary research indicated a resurgence in an analog
counter-culture in small bookstores. Despite strong social
trends towards digital integration and social connectivity,
low-tech bookstores seem to have grown in popularity over
recent years. This gave me a clearer indication of possible
directions to pursue as I continued to research.
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Printed books aren’t going anywhere.
Despite recent trends towards e-readers and digital book publications, printed books are likely to account for a majority of book sales
going into the future. Current trends show that while e-readers have
seen relative success and have done their part to reignite the book
reading community, a majority of readers still favor physical, printed
books over digital copies. A recent study shows that 62% of 16-24
year olds still prefer buying print books over eBooks.
A key aspect of the physical value of print books may be the inclusion
of a physical, outward facing cover - both as a driver of sales, and a
social broadcast of one’s reading interests. A printed book is a public
snapshot into one’s interests and passions. Reading in public carries
a strong social connotation, and is generally met with higher praise
than reading from a tablet. Physical books are also a unique commodity in terms of showcasing a library. A recent US survey found that
16-34 year olds are more likely than older generations to buy books
they never read, as well as carry around books even when they aren’t
reading them.This behavior does not carry over to e-readers and
tablets.
However, physical bookstores should not assume a linear correlation
between print resilience and in-store sales. Online purchases of physical books continue to be strong, relying on quick and easy access
to a limitless library. Brick-and-mortar bookstores would be wise to
focus on both online integration as well as enhancing the physical,
tactile experience of browsing for books. The culture of printed books
is still alive and well, with a young demographic still eager to browse
and keep physical copies of books.

Device ownership by millennials and all age groups

79%

87%

85%
74%

44%

47%

16%

Laptops
All age groups

Smartphones

Tablets

18-34 year olds

of worldwide book sales
in 2015 were in print
of 16-24 year olds still prefer
printed books over e-readers
of 18-29 year old book readers
read in print in 2013

15%

E-readers
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Journey Map

Journey maps are a helpful tool to diagram the key touchpoints in a spatial interaction. This was particularly helpful
for understanding the ins and outs of the book buying experience. This also spurred later ideation for each segment of
the interaction, from choosing a store to discovering books
while inside.
This journey map underwent further revisions as research and
ideation progressed, in order to more accurately reflect
interviews and other information. At this point, I was still
interested in creating a modern, tech-savvy independent
bookstore.
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JOURNEY OF
TIMELINE STAGES

PRIOR TO VISIT

CHOOSING A STORE

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Advertisements around town

Integrate coffee shops or food
into store

Quick greeting, both by employees and elements of store at
the entrance

DISCOVERY/SEARCHING

DECIDING ON A BOOK

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

ISOLATED
ENVIRONMENT

INSIGHTS & OPPORTUNITIES
What can you do to help them meet
their needs, make the experience
easier, or more enjoyable?

Interactive website
Hubs around the area with
access to in-store resources,
libraries, etc.

Publish information about store
to draw people in - targeted ads
Welcoming facade

Clear sense of direction around
store so someone can walk in
and instantly feel at home

Friendly, knowledgeable employees - not concerned necessarily
with selling books, but instead
providing recommendations
Intuitive layout - shouldn’t be
frustating to ﬁnd an area

Combine online recommendations
and reviews with in-store recommendations
Rent books? Try them out
somehow?
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Interviews

Once I had gathered enough information on my own, I began
interviews to get inside the minds of people I was centering
my designs around. Interviews are incredibly helpful for
aligning personal ideas and goals with realistic, applicable
opportunities.
The majority of my interviews took place at the University
Village Amazon Bookstore. I focused on this store because I
was still interested in a similarly technologically driven store.
I took detailed notes on both the customers backgrounds’
and their interactions with the store itself.
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background
Ages: 10 - 45
Occupations: Students, parents, kids
Reading Frequency: Sporadic to habitual

“Community is super important.
I want a place where I can connect
with people through reading.”

observations
open central hub - provides great store visibility, not claustrophobic
lounge seating around perimeter - decentralized. No one area for reading
windows surrounding store - easy to see what’s happening from outside
combination of Amazon tech products as well as books
tablets with minigames at seating areas for kids
employees primarily stick to the central tech area - more tech savvy
books on display correlate with recommendations/ratings from online
covers on display - more visually impactful

feedback

rare to have conversations with strangers
family is important - need welcoming setting
sometimes, don’t even go to buy books
encourages more regular reading schedule
community is important - local demographic

“I don’t read often enough. I would
love to have a place that inspires
me to read more regularly.”
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Personas

Personas are representations of different demographics of
customers. They help answer the question of who we are
designing for and how we can best meet their desires and
goals. These are vital components in thinking outside one’s
own mind and ideating around a target audience.
I created multiple personas to address different targeted
user groups. I was suprised to ﬁnd a mutual disdain for the
overly modernized, ‘tech-y’ bookstores that I was originally
interested in designing. These personas were instrumental in
shifting my attention away from a tech savvy experience
towards a vibrant analog atmosphere.
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Personnas

5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
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Karen Hamilton

background
Age: 39
Occupation: Mom, Accountant
Living Status: Suburbs, 2 kids (7, 10)
Relationship Status: Married
Reading Frequency: Sporadic

“My day-to-day schedule gets so
hectic. It’s hard to ﬁnd time to
read, as much as I want to.”

personality
Driven

Focused

Busy

Creative

Selfless

Ambitious

must have
merge it with an existing attraction like a coffee shop or a bar.
simultaneous option for private spaces to immerse into stories
fun environment. The experience itself is important.

doesn’t want
drawn out experiences. Life gets busy, not a lot of time.
forced social experience. Sometimes not in the mood/no time

technology

“I don’t read often enough. I would
love to have a place that inspires
me to read more regularly.”
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Ideation
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Mood Board

Mood boards help to understand the overall feeling one is aiming
to establish for a product experience. Compiling visual imagery of
existing products, environments, and atmospheres creates a
cohesive visual language to help guide the ideation process.
This mood board was done before I jumped into full-on ideation,
as more of a personal imaginative exercise. I began shifting my
goals away from tech-heavy interactions, while continuing to
search for clever, unique, and far-fetched elements, purely to
stretch my imaginative process.
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Mind Mapping

Mind maps are a simple yet effective tool for laying out every
individual aspect of a spatial interactive experience, in order to
create solutions speciﬁc to each element.
For this mind map, I categorized four different aspects of a
bookstore experience, expanded each category into multiple
speciﬁc elements, and created various physical ideas and solutions
for each one. These ranged from practical applications to gimmicky
experiences as I began to visualize the atmosphere I was searching
for. These ideas evolved into thumbnail sketches as I began to
focus my ideation and develop a visual sketching style.
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low fidelity

medium fidelity

Title

high fidelity

5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit
5 shit

highlighted sections

realistic rough drafts

rendered sketching

-minimalistic use of color to highlight points of interest
-simple drawings for early concepts - no unnecessary details

-high ﬁdelity details while still retaining sketch feel
-useful for more reﬁned models - gives realistic weight to ideas

-combines sketches with computer rendered graphics
-great for ﬁnal mockups - conveys a ﬁnished prototype
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Outside window with interactive
screen display - keeps people coming
back even when store isn’t open

Sushi bar style conveyor belt of
featured books rotating around
common area

Some way of broadcasting what
you’re reading to everyone inside to
promote community

Interactive hubs around town with
book purchasing and browsing ability

Random book or genre generator for
the adventurous type

Bar-style bookstore

Multiple buildings in an area, each
focused on a speciﬁc genre or
demographic

Interactive, gamiﬁed layout of store
(eg. maze)

Easily accessible previews of books

Lounge styled atmosphere

Coffee shop atmosphere, or even
integrating elements of main store
into partnered coffee shops

Recommendations and online stuff
posted with each book

Order books for reading from a menu
along with food and drinks

Tablets on shelves - space saving,
encourages discovery within a genre

Sorted by demographic, not genre
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Concept Goals

Further feedback on thumbnail sketches and ideas reinforced
the desire for a low tech experience. I was designing for
people with busy lifestyles - people that wanted to keep up
on reading without a strong time committment. Implementing
social media and digital technology would create the very
distractions I needed to eliminate.
At this point, I wrote out a concrete deﬁnition of the goals for
my design, so I would stop dancing around ideas and instead
solidify my user goals. I wanted to create a low tech, in-store
experience that wouldn’t necessitate a huge time committment.

Low-tech

In-store

Short time
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The Solution:
A coffee shop featuring short stories
designed to be read in-store.
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Prototyping
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Storyboarding

Storyboarding is meant to solidify the experience of a
product by casting a target persona in an in-depth story. This
helps to both progress ideation of physical components, and
sympathize with users by inserting them into the scene.
This storyboard is meant to explain the relationship between
coffee shop and bookstore, while providing a rough idea of
the general atmosphere. Minimal color schemes in the storyboard accentuate key features of eah scene. Featured short
stories are designed to be ﬁnished in the time it takes to drink
a cup of coffee. This creates a relaxing but quick break from
a busy lifestyle.
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Interior Render

I created a high-ﬁdelity interior render to solidify the exact
atmosphere I was designing for this bookstore. I sketched up
an outlined draft, and colorized it with rendered sketches,
silhouettes, and other elements.
The overall environment is most closely tied to the coffee
shop aspect of the store. Communal and individual seating
surround the bulk of the interior. The far wall is lined with
short stories to peruse, with featured short stories highlighted
at the barista area. Large windows complement the airy,
minimalist design with strong natural lighting.
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Motion Storyboard

One aspect of this project involved initial planning of a
conceptual animated advertisement. This storyboard
serves to outline the basics of each section and give a
rough, general sense of how the animated pieces would
look.
I wanted to highlight people’s tendency to get caught up
in busy lifestyles as the fundamental problem. The fluid,
non-stop animation would mirror the tiresome motionof
everyday life. As Analog Books is introduced, the animation
slows down into a comforting, relaxing tone.
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Cyclical rotation of day and night

Cyclical motion turns into spinning clock showing
quick passage of day-by-day time

Clock morphs into spinning wheel of car

Zoom out to show cars in trafﬁc. Busy, destination
driven lifestyles.

Vibrating phone full of notiﬁcations and rings busy, ‘on-the-grid’ social media lifestyle

Laptop mirrors notiﬁcations, but showing work
notiﬁcations now
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Vibrant shelf of books at home.

They never get touched. Grow old, dusty, etc.

Long book to short book. Shorter books are a lot
easier to tackle in this lifestyle.

ANALOG BOOKS
Books designed to be ﬁnished in the time it takes
to drink a cup of coffee. Coffee level goes down as
book goes from end to end.

Be in control of your day.

End scene.
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Brand Wheel

Brand wheels deﬁne the ﬁnal voice of a product. These give
products a concrete and intentional personality, reflected
through key words that guide the branding process.
Analog Books is designed to be relaxing, inspiring, and easily
integratable into a busy lifestyle. The elements and key
words of this brand wheel elaborate on those fundamental
tenets.
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Reﬁned
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Intellectual

Relaxed
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Analog Books Brand Wheel

Tailored

D ESSEN
AN

CE

Renaissance
Man

Open-minded

BR

Creative

Crafted

Timeless

Balanced

Passionate
Content

In control

Destressed
Nostalgic

Comfortable
Fresh

In control

BRA

Quality Time

N D P R O MIS E

Classic

Tasteful
Easy-going

BRA N

D PERSONALITY
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Web Research

Before setting out to design a prototyped website for Analog
Books, research was done on other independent bookstores
to understand strengths and weaknesses of the medium.
Two heuristic analyses are shown here.
There’s a common aesthetic shared between many of these
independent bookstores. While many modern websites feature
sleek, modular designs, these websites retain a homely,
quaint aesthetic. This isn’t always a bad thing - it can
complement the simple, family-style atmosphere of the
stores. The navigation and structural designs, however, are
often fraught with poorly designed elements.
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Elliot Bay Book Company
Overall Ranking: 5.6/10

VISIBILITY OF
SYSTEM STATUS

Lack of clear way of seeing what is in cart without clicking on it

SYSTEM MATCH
WITH REAL WORLD

Disconnect between bookstore exploration and online browsing

USER CONTROL
AND FREEDOM
Visibility
Error Diagnosis

Real World Match

User Help

Control

CONSISTENCY
AND STANDARDS
ERROR
PREVENTION
RECOGNITION
OVER RECALL

Static sections can give the appearance of frozen pages

Online site doesn’t facilitate discovery like a real bookstore would

Features a interactive hierarchical tree structure, but obscure and small
Navigation is made hard by the random assortment of information

Mobile site scales terribly and misaligns nearly everything
Alignment and text size differs between each subcategory

Adding items to a wish list w ithout a proﬁle met with hostile error msg
Creating an account is hidden, yet necessary for many core features

Search feature is hard to ﬁnd, yet a core feature of the website
Competing hierarchies of info in the top banner and sidebar

Consistency

Aesthetic

Flexibility

Error Prevention
Recognition

FLEXIBILITY AND
EFFICIENCY OF USE

Seems to not have any accelerators or shortcuts

AESTHETIC AND
MINIMALIST DESIGN

Low-res photos make site look grainy, blurry, and outdated at times

HELP AND
DOCUMENTATION
HELP USERS DIAGNOSE +
RECOVER FROM ERRORS

Little to no customization of website features outside of an account

Misaligned body text makes skimming info messy and difﬁcult

Actually has a solid amount of logistical account settings
Creating an account is difﬁcult due to hidden links

Error messages are hostile and accusatory
Rarely provides adequate help to assist user in overcoming error
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East West Bookshop
Overall Ranking: 2.3/10

VISIBILITY OF
SYSTEM STATUS
SYSTEM MATCH
WITH REAL WORLD
USER CONTROL
AND FREEDOM

Visibility
Real World Match

Error Diagnosis

Control

User Help

CONSISTENCY
AND STANDARDS
ERROR
PREVENTION
RECOGNITION
OVER RECALL

Aesthetic

Consistency

Flexibility

Error Prevention
Recognition

Top navigation bar lacks visual aid to show possible nested links
Two nav bar links are clickable in contact menu but lead to nothing
Dead links lack error message or 404 page - they just do nothing
Core spiritual services and core company message is barely explained
No immediate explanation for new users who might be interested
A few unexplained acronyms on the front page
Absolute lack of breadcrumb navigation or accessible hierarchy.
No built in method of returning to the previous page
Many seemingly clickable areas of the website end up being static
Blog is formatted entirely different than rest of site
Logo has 3 different typefaces, and the site includes many more
Each subpage is formatted in a different manner - no consistency
Cursor rarely highlights on linked images/text - ambiguous interaction
External links open in the same tab with no built in return method

Many potential external links are just static images (and vice versa)
Internal links lack any hierarchy within subpages

FLEXIBILITY AND
EFFICIENCY OF USE

Seems to not have any accelerators or shortcuts

AESTHETIC AND
MINIMALIST DESIGN

Crowded and clashing color palette, as well as multiple typefaces

HELP USERS DIAGNOSE +
RECOVER FROM ERRORS
HELP AND
DOCUMENTATION

No customization or ability to center around frequented actions
No ability to create an account to save favs/wishlists/track events

Extreme variety with little to no unity - everything is in contrast
No established conventions or rationally repeated elements
Gift card entry form has no error catching method whatsoever
Contact page form is very confusingly labeled
Incorrect Contact form entry results in obscure, uninteractive error msg
‘About’ page is difﬁcult to access - hidden within ‘Contact’ category
Footer doesn’t contain any additional contact info
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Web Design

I created a static prototype for the home page of Analog
Books’ website. The cover photo, top level navigation, and
below-the-fold elements are displayed here.
I designed the website to read much like a short story itself.
Since there’s no online shop, as that would go against the
core in-store reading experience, the website is fairly simple
in terms of content. A warm, full screen cover page greets
the user, followed by short chapter-like introductions to each
header section.
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A N A LO G B O O KS
S H O R T S T O R I E S A N D CO F F E E

WHO WE ARE
ANALOG BOOKS

STORIES

DRINKS

CONTACT
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Next Steps

This project was a great step into many facets of spatial interaction design. Many of these steps were left off at an inital
prototyping stage, so there’s plenty of room for progression
and further ideation going forward.
Creating a fully interactive website prototype would be a
logical next step for fleshing out marketing aspects of this
bookstore. Creating a motion piece based of the storyboard
would also further this goal. Additional renderings of the
interior and exterior of the building would provide more
concrete imagery of the in-store aesthetic. I’d also like to put
in a similar amount of research into coffee shops to better
understand their idiosyncracies and important elements.
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